We look forward every year to this opportunity to learn about new achievements, new scientific breakthroughs, new expansion projects, and new activities and accomplishments by our faculty and students.

In recent years, BGU has paved the way for Beer-Sheva’s transformation into the nation’s cyber capital and the Negev’s evolution into Israel’s Silicon Wadi. With the construction of the North Campus, BGU will complete the crucial triangle linking the University, the Advanced Technologies Park and the IDF’s technology campus required to accomplish our vision of a hi-tech ecosystem centered on BGU.

In May 2016 we launched the 2020 Vision 50th Anniversary Campaign, a five-year international fundraising operation with the goal of raising the $500 million needed to prepare the University for the expected influx of students in the wake of the IDF’s move to the south, through the doubling of its physical size in Beer-Sheva. The legacy gift of the late Dr. Howard and Lottie Marcus, the largest single donation in history to an Israeli institution, will be instrumental in the execution of these plans for the North Campus.

Today, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev enjoys the highest rate of growth of any Israeli university. Its global academic ranking is impressive and, in certain fields, we are among the world’s leaders. The student body is involved in a wide variety of community outreach and social action projects and works in collaboration with the University administration to advance and transform the Negev.

I am thrilled to welcome Prof. Daniel Chamovitz to his new position as BGU’s seventh President and wish him success. These are exciting times, filled with opportunities and new beginnings, and I have every confidence that by working together harmoniously and communicating our message compellingly, the worldwide Ben-Gurion University family will accomplish our goals.

My friends and fellow Governors, it has been an honor and a pleasure to serve as Chairman of the Board of Governors and I look forward to continuing my wholehearted support of the University. It is with great pride that I sign this message and wish you well.

Alexander M. Goren
As I write this note, I have been serving as Ben-Gurion University of the Negev’s 7th President for less than half a year. Yet in this short time, I have quickly come to regard BGU as my home, and to identify totally with its inspiring history and essential role in ensuring Israel’s future. The math is simple: Israel’s future depends on fulfilling our first Prime Minister’s vision for developing the Negev; the Negev’s success is dependent on building a vibrant, diverse and prosperous metropolis in Beer-Sheva; and Beer-Sheva’s success is intimately entwined with the development and success of our University. Thus, Israel’s future is truly dependent on us.

In the few short months of my tenure here, I have been touched and motivated by the commitment I’ve encountered at every turn – of our faculty members, students, administrative and technical staff, and our many supporters both in Israel and around the world. This vibrant BGU community is the source of the University’s strength. It is the reason that BGU is clearly identified with its mission, and it is the reason that BGU is the preferred place of study for Israel’s young people.

As we approach our golden jubilee, there is no time to rest on our laurels. There is much work to be done to raise BGU’s standing even higher and ready the University for the next 50 years of novel challenges. I believe that this will entail cultivating interdisciplinary academic teamwork, an area in which BGU already has a distinct edge. Dismantling barriers between disciplines will unleash BGU’s potential as a new kind of university, uniquely attuned to the needs of a new generation of independent, forward-thinking students and researchers who refuse to be confined by disciplinary boundaries. Centers of excellence in areas of strength will attract the best young minds, bring in large competitive grants, and yield groundbreaking research. Just as importantly, we must reaffirm our commitment to undergraduate education, embrace new pedagogical paradigms, and provide our students with the finest education possible. As we set our sights on the future, we also need to remain Israel’s premier institution of higher learning with a social conscience, firmly committed to developing the ecosystems of Beer-Sheva and the Negev, and to making a BGU education accessible to all residents of our region. Together, these developments will cement our reputation as the “must visit” university for national and international visitors alike.

I am greatly optimistic as we approach our 50th anniversary. Your support and friendship fill me with confidence that when we meet next year, we will already be talking about new accomplishments on the path that we have embarked upon.

Prof. Daniel Chamovitz
GROWING UP IN THE LIGHT OF EXCELLENCE
Whereas Ben-Gurion University was a 'home away from home' for the teenage Raz Jelinek, it was a world away for Sarah Abu-Kaf in the Bedouin town of Umm Batin.

Varda Shoshan-Barmatz seized the chance to study biology in the University's second cohort; a generation later, BGU's commitment to expanding access to higher education helped Miki Malul turn misfortune into opportunity, and inspired Vered Saroussi-Katz to harness her experience in law to oversee the University's Community Action Department.

They all came of age in Beer-Sheva and its environs; their life trajectories reflect the BGU story.

THEIR STORIES ARE OUR STORY
“It isn’t an exaggeration to say that I grew up with BGU,” says Prof. Raz Jelinek, “I used to go folk dancing at the Bergmann campus when I was a teenager. So, the University has been a part of my life for as long as I can remember.”

A decade after leaving Beer-Sheva for his studies, Prof. Jelinek – a chemist, and now BGU’s Vice President for Research and Development - felt homesick for the city and the University. “Beer-Sheva was undergoing a tremendous growth spurt at the time,” he recalls, “with thousands of immigrants from the former Soviet Union flowing into the city, many of whom had significant backgrounds in science and research.”

“You had a sense here of both growth and renewal, coupled with a small-town feel and a university that had high aspirations in terms of excellent research and innovation.”
“So you had a sense here of both growth and renewal, coupled with a small-town feel and a University that had high aspirations in terms of excellent research and innovation. BGU had a mission and a ton of potential, and I knew I wanted to be a part of it,” Prof. Jelinek says.

The city of Beer-Sheva has long been defined by the University, largely because they "grew up" together: from 80,000 residents in 1969, when the government approved the establishment of an institution of higher education in the city, to 210,000 today.

“You've got to remember what Beer-Sheva was like at the time,” says Prof. Varda Shoshan-Barmatz, who grew up in Negev, first in Moshav Ranen, then Beer-Sheva, and finally the development town Ofakim. “My parents - immigrants from Morocco - were mainly concerned with giving their children the best education.”

“I was a talented high school student with an interest in science, and dreamed of an academic career. One of my teachers warned me that it would be hard, but I took it as a challenge to study biology and become a scientist. So the founding of a university in Beer-Sheva answered an important need for me. I was in the second graduating class, in 1971, of what became the University of the Negev. Two years later, I graduated with a Master's degree jointly awarded by the Hebrew University and the BGU Department of Biology.”

For the first few decades, classes and research in the life sciences were held in a former hotel, Hias House (today's David Tuviyahu Campus). But the new university was a vote of confidence in the city's future, and in Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion's vision for southern Israel to serve as a hub of scientific research that would also act as a driver for economic, cultural and social growth.
After postdoctoral studies in the US and establishing herself as an up-and-coming bioenergetics researcher, Prof. Shoshan-Barmatz returned to Israel in 1982 with offers for tenure-track research positions at the Weizmann Institute and the Hebrew University. Like Prof. Jelinek, her Beer-Sheva roots prevailed over what seemed at the time to be more prestigious opportunities. "I wanted to be close to my parents. But even more importantly, I felt I could make a more meaningful contribution by building my lab at BGU rather than at any other university," she recalls.

The arrival of talented young researchers combined with two unrelated factors in the 1990s to propel BGU from its infancy into a period of sustained growth: The election of Prof. Avishay Braverman as the fifth president of the University, and the collapse of the Soviet Union, which brought an influx of immigrants to Beer-Sheva. The University’s main campus grew at a dizzying pace and enrollment topped 10,000.

Prof. Shoshan-Barmatz says the confluence of events did more than merely bolster BGU’s numbers and infrastructure. It positioned the University as a force to be reckoned with in Israeli academia and gave it confidence to aspire even higher. “My lab was still in Hias House in 2000, and we were getting ready to move into our new building on the main campus. But, as the department chair, I didn’t want to bring the outdated equipment with us to our new building. I told the University administrators that we needed state-of-the-art facilities to attract top-notch researchers and students. That would allow us to ramp up the quality of our research. Fortunately, they agreed, and we built one of the finest laboratories in Israel,”

“I FELT I COULD MAKE A MORE MEANINGFUL CONTRIBUTION BY BUILDING MY LAB AT BGU RATHER THAN AT ANY OTHER UNIVERSITY.”

 WE NEEDED STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITIES TO ATTRACT TOP-NOTCH RESEARCHERS AND STUDENTS. THAT WOULD ALLOW US TO RAMP UP THE QUALITY OF OUR RESEARCH.”

“GROWING UP IN THE LIGHT OF EXCELLENCE”

Prof. Varda Shoshan-Barmatz in her lab at the National Institute for Biotechnology in the Negev
she recalls. That was the first step in the establishment of the National Institute for Biotechnology in the Negev (NIBN), which Shoshan-Barmatz led for over a decade. “The true value was far greater,” she explains, “It raised the University’s commitment to excellence to another level.”

Growing up in the Bedouin town of Umm Batin, 10 kilometers north of Beer-Sheva, Dr. Sarah Abu-Kaf excelled at her studies as a high school student, but had no plans to continue on to higher education.

“The University was just a 10-minute drive from my house, but it might as well have been 10 light years away,” she recalls with a smile. “I got married at 18, my eldest daughter was born a year later and I never really thought about continuing my studies. Higher education just isn’t part of the culture or consciousness in Bedouin society, even for boys. When I was in high school, I had to hitchhike to school in one of the neighboring towns.”

“But I was lucky, in that my husband had started studying at BGU and he encouraged me to try, too. I took the psychometric exams (Israeli SAT’s) and did quite well. I was accepted to the psychology and economics programs. It was 1994; I think there were just five Bedouin women students on campus at the time,” she says.

“It is only a matter of time until Bedouins begin to understand that they, too, can succeed in the world of higher education.”
Predictably, Abu-Kaf felt isolated. While her reading skills in Hebrew were good, her spoken language skills were weak. In addition, she was one of just a handful of students wearing hijab. “Bedouin culture places a high value on community, collectivism and especially on respecting our elders, whereas Jewish Israelis feel free to challenge ideas and authority. I felt like an outsider,” she explained.

Still, the University was changing. In 1997, just as Abu-Kaf was completing her BA in psychology, Prof. Ismail Abu-Saad and the late Robert Arnow founded the Robert H. Arnow Center for Bedouin Studies and Development. She began to see her ‘differentness’ as an asset that would allow her to study her community both as an insider and from an academic perspective, and embarked upon graduate studies in clinical psychology dedicated to analyzing the needs of the Bedouin community in a rapidly changing world.

“The University had initiated a process of diversification, and began actively reaching out to the Bedouin world. I was proud to play a role in this process, helping to craft culturally-appropriate ways to help bridge the gaps.”

At present, there are more than 500 Bedouin students at BGU, more than 80 percent of whom are women, and Dr. Abu-Kaf is one of Israel’s leading experts on the impact of modernity on Bedouin culture and psyche.

“It’s coming,” she says. “It is only a matter of time until the University begins to really understand the trove of human capital in the Bedouin community, and Bedouins themselves begin to understand that they, too, can succeed in the world of higher education.”

No one could agree more than Adv. Vered Saroussi-Katz, also a native of Beer-Sheva and the director of BGU’S Community Action Department.

“Combining academic study and community outreach is part of the DNA of our University,” she says. “Whether it’s a foreign-born student tutoring English as part of the Lillian and Larry Goodman Open Apartments program or a professor in the Faculty of Health Sciences teaching ‘Introduction to Anatomy’ to prisoners in the ‘Windows onto Campus Dreams’ program, social responsibility is part-and-parcel of the BGU experience at every level.”
“To me it seems clear that this approach is a win-win for all,” Saroussi-Katz says. “By being part of a diverse community, instead of an ivory tower that looks out on society from above, our students and researchers bring important breadth and depth to their research.”

Like Prof. Abu-Kaf, Prof. Miki Malul’s life plan did not include academic studies. After growing up in Dimona, an isolated desert town about 40 kilometers southeast of Beer-Sheva, Malul found work in a local bottling factory once he completed his military service, and assumed that he would marry and settle down there.

His destiny changed two years later when the factory closed. Unemployment turned into a boon when Malul’s older brother, who had started studying at Sapir Academic College, encouraged Miki to apply to university as well. After a pre-academic course to improve his high school grades, he was accepted to the structural engineering program at the Technion, and to the economics department at BGU. He chose the latter.

“I would have enjoyed engineering, but BGU didn’t have an engineering faculty yet and I didn’t want to go so far from home,” remembers Prof. Malul, now Dean of the Guilford Glazer Faculty of Business and Management. “Also, I understood the importance of economics, on a societal level, and...
felt I could make a contribution in that area. So that’s what I did. By the time I finished my MA, I knew I wanted to continue on for a doctorate, and I broadened my research by focusing on public policy and administration.”

Thirty years after arriving on campus, Malul says that at heart, the University is the same institution that inspired him as an undergrad: A combination of intellectual rigor and a mission to serve as a cultural, social and educational beacon for all of southern Israel.

“When we talk about ‘research excellence,’ what exactly do we mean?” he said. “I mean, academic publications are valuable and important, but our ultimate goal must be to have an impact far beyond the University. Why? Because, ultimately, discoveries must have a positive impact beyond the lab. This is true for every academic field.”

“As we approach our 50th anniversary, I’d compare it to a young person coming of age: We are in the process of refining and understanding our identity and place in the community. We’re still full of the exuberance of a ‘young’ university, but we’ve also attained a level of maturity that enables us to project leadership and stability,” Prof. Malul says.
“BGU IS FORTUNATE TO HAVE CUTTING-EDGE FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE, BUT YOU NEED WORLD-CLASS TALENT TO PUT THEM TO USE. FROM OUR TOP RESEARCHERS TO OUR FIRST-YEAR UNDERGRADS, OUR EXCELLENCE IN HUMAN CAPITAL IS WHAT GIVES OUR UNIVERSITY A COMPETITIVE EDGE.”

Prof. Daniel Chamovitz, BGU President
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

The BGU community mourns the passing of Amos Oz, one of the greatest Hebrew authors of the modern era.

Oz was identified with Ben-Gurion University and loved it with all his heart. As a professor in the Dept. of Hebrew Literature, he taught generations of students who drank thirstily from his wisdom. “Over the years I taught dozens of courses here, which were not really academic courses, but rather lessons in close reading, guided reading, reading in small sips,” said Oz at an event to mark his retirement. “Maybe I thus managed to awaken a little appetite and passion for literature in the hearts of my students.”

He received an honorary doctorate from the University in 2008. The Amos Oz Archive housed at the Heksherim Research Institute for Jewish and Israeli Literature and Culture holds thousands of items, including all his books in Hebrew and all their translations into other languages, essays, and reviews from Israel and around the world.

President Emerita Prof. Rivka Carmi and BGU Galleries Curator Prof. Haim Maor inaugurate the Marcus Family Campus Sculpture Trail with sculptor Yisrael Hadani.

BGU inaugurated the Marcus Family Campus Sculpture Trail with the unveiling of three recent additions by leading Israeli sculptors Yaakov Dorchin, Sigalit Landau and Yisrael Hadani.

Trumpeter Itamar Borochov led a very special performance of Jazz legend Lionel Hampton’s 1953 King David Suite at BGU. The score for the work Hampton composed after visiting Israel was thought lost until it was rediscovered in 1995. It is now preserved in the Ben-Gurion Archives at the Ben-Gurion Research Institute for the Study of Israel and Zionism.
The IDF move to the south was finalized with a Ministry of Defense agreement to begin construction of a "smart campus" to house IDF advanced technology units, as well as the IDF Southern Command headquarters, adjacent to the Marcus Family Campus.

The Government will provide BGU with NIS 55 million to fund upgrades ahead of the IDF move to the Negev and the expected rise in the number of students in engineering and exact sciences.

Construction of the 4th building at BGU’s Advanced Technologies Park (ATP) has begun. When completed, the new building will house some 800 new hi-tech personnel.

Unprecedented interest in Gav-Yam Negev’s private bond offering in August, 2018 was a clear vote of confidence in the ATP and the BGU ecosystem.

Innovation and Entrepreneurship

BGU won a NIS 6 million grant from the Council for Higher Education to establish a new center for entrepreneurship, Yazamut 360°.

Yazamut 360° launched Cactus Capital, a venture capital fund focusing on startups formed by BGU students, researchers, and graduates. The fund is managed by students who have undergone training in VC investing.

The Bengis Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation established the Innovation-Gateway tech hub, a shared open space for students, researchers, and other aspiring entrepreneurs. It also created three entrepreneurial communities: Brainstorm Riders, the BrainTech community; DiSCo, a data mining, data science, and machine learning community; and BioMed Tech.

BGU’s ecosystem continues to grow as the IDF begins construction of its technology campus next to BGU and the ATP.
The Bengis Center hosted over 150 lectures and workshops, 2 student competitions, 6 hackathons and 2 cycles of the Inno-Negev technology acceleration program.

The inaugural SilicoNegevBGU entrepreneurship festival for the Negev’s community of innovators and entrepreneurs included a startup competition with a NIS 500,000 investment prize.

The application AppOtropus, a one-stop platform for legal guardians developed by BGU students, won the ‘Students Innovating in the Public Sector 4.0.’ competition. The competition, now in its fifth year, is a joint initiative of BGU and Google Israel to improve digital government services. The team in second place, Trade-Marker, were invited to demonstrate their app at Google headquarters in the US.

Academic Programs and Activities
The number of courses taught in English at BGU grew significantly: 9 departments from the Faculty of Engineering Sciences now teach in English in their master’s programs, as do the MBA Program and the Dept. of Economics.
The Guilford Glazer Faculty of Business and Management launched the **MBA International Program** in English.

The Faculty of Health Sciences established the **Center for Health Promotion and Health Equity** with the goal of influencing health promotion policy and reducing inequality gaps.

The David and Janet Polak Family Malware Lab, headed by Dr. Nir Nissim, was inaugurated as part of the **Cyber Security Research Center** at the ATP.

The Dept. of **Software and Information Systems Engineering** announced a new undergraduate program in **Data Science and Engineering**.

The Dept. of **Computer Science** is launching a new undergraduate program with a specialization in **Data Science**.

The faculties of engineering, health and management collaborated on a new course entitled ‘**Faculty, Entrepreneurship and Innovation for Solving Challenges in Health and Medical Systems’**

The Dept. of **Hebrew Literature** will offer four new undergraduate and graduate level courses in **Digital Humanities**.

**Academic Collaborations**

Logicom Public Ltd. of Cyprus will provide scholarships for 50 Cypriot engineering graduate students at BGU over the next 5 years.

The **Joint Eastern-Mediterranean Jean Monnet Centre for Excellence in Research and Teaching of European Studies** was established at BGU, led by Prof. Sharon Pardo (Dept. of Politics and Government) and at the University of Piraeus, led by Prof. Foteini Asderaki.

21 Academic collaboration agreements were signed this year with academic institutions in Argentina, Australia, Canada, China, Germany, Italy, India, Kazakhstan, the US and Zimbabwe.

35 new Erasmus+ agreements to support staff and student mobility to and from Europe were funded by the EU.

7 new agreements were signed to allow MSIH students to perform clinical electives at US sites.
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

Leading Translational Medical Research
The Negev Autism Center, headed by Prof. Ilan Dinstein (Dept. of Psychology), was chosen by the Israeli Ministry of Science and Technology to become the National Autism Research Center. It will serve as the coordinating body for national studies on autism, create shared national databases and disseminate information to decision makers and the general public.

The National Knowledge Center for Rare / Orphan Diseases, was established at BGU in collaboration with Soroka University Medical Center. It is headed by Prof. Ohad Birk (Faculty of Health Sciences and NiBN).

9 new interdisciplinary research hubs at the Faculty of Health Sciences serve as centers of excellence to tackle specific medical issues collaboratively, employing both clinical and basic science research.

A research biobank headed by Prof. Victor Novak (Faculty of Health Sciences) and containing samples from Soroka University Medical Center patients was established to support biomedical research.

BGU will establish an interdisciplinary institute focusing on translating neuroscience research into advanced rehabilitation at the ALEH Negev Rehabilitation Village.
Commercialization and Applied Research

BGN Technologies signed 130 industry collaboration agreements this year. New multinational and Israeli partners include: Fujitsu, Samsung, Hutchison, Microsoft, Pfizer, NEC, Intel, Estee Lauder, Bayer, Netafim, Amdocs, Elbit, IBM, Cisco, Mekorot, Adama, General Dynamics Robotics, ICL, Royal Bank of Canada, Orgenesis, Dojo by BullGuard, Taboola, Rafael, US Air Force Research Laboratory and more.

BGN leads among university technology transfer companies with the largest number of KAMIN grants promoting applied research and a 65% success rate.

BGN Technologies launched five new start-ups in the fields of energy transmission, medical devices, smart cameras, cannabis plants, and data analysis.

→ Rafael Advanced Defense Systems and BGU signed a major collaboration agreement at Cybertech 2019. Pictured (L-R): Chairman of Rafael, Dr. Uzi Landau; Netta Cohen, CEO of BGN Technologies; Dr. Ran Gozli, Senior VP at Rafael; and Zafirir Levy, VP at BGN

→ Participants in the Digital Healthy Placemaking Workshop at CDI experience VR technologies

60 new inventions submitted to BGN Technologies.

1000 lab tests and consultancy agreements.

38 technology licensing agreements.
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Honors Bestowed
On Ben-Gurion Day, BGU awarded honorary doctorates to legal scholar Prof. Nili Cohen, TV journalist Dr. Ilana Dayan, basketball legend Anat Draigor, Chairperson of the Association of Friends of Beer-Sheva in Wuppertal, Germany Arno Gerlach, businessman and social entrepreneur Imad Telhami and posthumously, to the inspiring education leader and activist Rona Ramon. Musician Joe Moustaki received the Ben-Gurion Negev Award.

The University also bestowed an honorary doctorate upon Robert Badinter, a French lawyer and politician, in recognition of his efforts on behalf of human rights, civil rights and the transition to democracy in Eastern Europe.

BGU awarded the first Israeli Hope Prize to the Tech2Peace and Desert Stars NGOs.

Green Campus awarded the Yehuda Arad Life Achievement Award to BGU alumnus Dr. Muhammad Al-Nabari for promoting an environmental approach combining innovative technology with traditional Bedouin knowledge in the Wadi Attir project.

Excellence Recognized
Noted author Etgar Keret (Dept. of Hebrew Literature) won the prestigious Sapir Prize for Literature for his collection of short stories, A Glitch at the Edge of the Galaxy.

Prof. Haim Maor (Dept. of the Arts, BGU Galleries Curator) won the Ministry of Culture and Sports 2018 Arik Einstein Award for Veteran Artists in the visual arts category.

President Emerita Prof. Rivka Carmi will receive an Honorary doctorate from Brandeis University.

BGU’s Israeli Hope Prize is part of Israeli President Reuven Rivlin’s Israeli Hope initiative to create a more inclusive Israeli society.
Prof. (Emeritus) Mark Gelber (Conrad and Chinita Abrahams-Curiel Dept. of Foreign Literatures and Linguistics) was recognized by the Republic of Austria with its most prestigious award, the Austrian Medal of Honor for Science and Art, First Class.

Prof. Michal Krumer-Nevo (Charlotte B. and Jack J. Spitzer Dept. of Social Work) was recognized by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs for her outstanding contribution to shaping social work and welfare in the State of Israel. She also received a lifetime achievement award from ESPAnet Israel in recognition of her important development of the ‘Poverty Aware Social Work’ paradigm.

Prof. Riad Agbaria (Dept. of Clinical Biochemistry and Pharmacology) was awarded the 2018 William Berelson Prize for the Promotion of Jewish-Arab Understanding in Memory of Yitzhak Rabin.

Prof. Avishai Henik (emeritus, Dept. of Psychology) won the prestigious 2019 Humboldt Research Award, presented by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.

Dr. Ilana Nisky (Dept. of Biomedical Engineering) will receive the IEEE RAS Early Academic Career Award in Robotics and Automation.

Dr. Ora Entin-Wohlman (emeritus, Dept. of Physics) was named an international honorary member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

SB Campus Radio won the “most promising social initiative in the Negev” competition organized by Israel Chemicals LTD.

The Israeli Architects Association awarded its inaugural award in the green building category to Linenberg Rozen Architects for their design of the American Associates Village in Sede Boqer.

Enzootic Ltd., a biotech company established in cooperation with BGU based on technology for producing all-female prawns developed in the lab of Prof. Amir Sagi, received the 2018 ICA in Israel Prize for groundbreaking entrepreneurship.

Dr. Sarah Abu-Kaf (Conflict Management and Resolution Program) was named one of the 50 most influential women of 2018 by Forbes Israel.

Prof. Ron Dagan (Faculty of Health Sciences) received the ESCMID Award for Excellence in Clinical Microbiology and Infectious Diseases 2019.
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Omer Basha, a doctoral student in the Faculty of Health Sciences, won the prestigious 2019 Rappaport Prize for Excellence in the field of Biomedical Research.

Prof. Eli Lewis (Chair of the Dept. of Clinical Biochemistry and Pharmacology) was honored by the National Union of Israeli Students as one of ten Inspiring Lecturers.

Dr. Sarab Abu-Rabia-Queder (Dept. of Education) received the Katan Prize for academic contributions to women's empowerment from the Women's Spirit (Ruach Nashit) organization.

The National Institute for Biotechnology in the Negev Building won the 2018 Design Award for Chyutin Architects in the public buildings category.

Notable Grants
Prof. Orit Sivan (Dept. of Geological and Environmental Sciences) was awarded a €2 million, five-year ERC Consolidator Grant for her work on methane-related iron reduction processes in sediments.

Prof. Shlomi Arnon (Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering) received a grant from the EU FET Open program for a new project harnessing quantum technology for the diagnosis of breast cancer.

Prof. Michael M. Meijler (Chair of the Dept. of Chemistry) won a DIP-DFG Grant for his research on chemical communication between bacteria.

Dr. Hadas Hawlena, (Swiss Institute for Dryland Environmental and Energy Research) and her colleagues were awarded a $2 million BSF-NSF Grant for a study titled "Are parasites in complex communities more evolvable?"

Dr. Iris Idelson-Shein (Dept. of Jewish History) was awarded a €1.5 million, five-year ERC Starting Grant for research on translations of non-Jewish texts into Jewish languages (Yiddish, Hebrew, Ladino and Judeo-Italian) in early modern Europe.

Student Affairs
Over 3,000 students with special needs are enrolled at BGU. More than 1000 staff members underwent training to raise their awareness of students with disabilities.
disabilities and University infrastructure was upgraded to accommodate them.

BGU Accounting students passed the national certification exams at a higher rate and with higher scores than any other institution.

The Office of the Dean of Students expanded financial and academic support programs for students of Ethiopian origin. BGU currently has 71 undergraduate students, 29 master’s students and 7 PhD students of Ethiopian origin.

The Office of the Dean of Students launched ‘Gateway to Academia’, a program to encourage more Bedouin Israelis to pursue higher education.

Over 80 Bedouin candidates were accepted to a year-long preparatory program emphasizing Hebrew language skills run by the Pre-Academic Center and 25 began their first year of undergraduate study with mentoring, financial aid, and academic support.

**Outreach**

‘She Space’, a unique educational space science project for the development of satellite imaging research applications at BGU’s Earth and Planetary Image Facility, recently went global, launching an international collaboration called **She Space International**. The project began in 2018 with female high school students from southern Israel with assistance from the Israeli Space Agency.

‘She Space’ students perform ground truth measurements for calibration and validation of the VENuS satellite images.

The Student Union has a new mascot: ‘David the Camel’
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

The Rothschild Cube launched Cube Online, a virtual interactive platform for social action, knowledge sharing and creation, extending access to its expertise globally.

The Student Union and the Community Action Dept. launched 'Have No Fear,' a semester-long program for students interested in working together to heal rifts in Israeli society.

Bedouin high school students from the Negev region learned about lab work and conducted field research projects at the Zuckerberg Institute for Water Research's 'A Drop in the Desert' outreach program.

A national team of high school students who trained at the Jusidman Science Center for Youth won 2 gold medals and 3 silver medals at the International Physics Olympiad in Lisbon, Portugal, taking 8th place overall.
The fourth class of 'Windows onto Campus Dreams,' a unique program bringing prison inmates to the Marcus Family Campus, completed an introduction to medicine course.

The Dept. of Psychology launched a not-for-profit community clinic in collaboration with the Beer-Sheva Mental Health Center.

Green Campus is sponsoring 'Urban Nature,' a local environmental education outreach program, in collaboration with the Society for the Protection of Nature in Israel and the Beer-Sheva Municipality.

ASRN, the Faculty of Health Sciences student organization, launched a new outreach program called Shaharim. The program expands medical training at local schools to include special needs youth facilities throughout Beer-Sheva.

Sustainability
BGU was again ranked first in Israel and one of the most sustainable universities in the world. It ranked 152nd out of 719 universities on the global UI GreenMetric ranking and 66th among urban campuses.

A new student group, 'Plastic,' is working together with Green Campus to reduce waste, particularly single-use coffee cups on campus.
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Notable Contributions

BBK Charitable Fund, a donor-advised fund of the Jewish Community Foundation of Los Angeles, awarded a substantial grant to initiate the BBK Scholarship Fund at BGU.

The Rivka Carmi Endowment Fund for Women’s Academic Achievement was established by AABGU in honor of BGU President Emerita Prof. Rivka Carmi with gifts from supporters from across the US and Canada.

Max Gitter of New York, NY, an AABGU national board member, generously donated a home and property in Lebanon, NY.

Paul Grayson of Silver Spring, MD, left a generous unrestricted bequest to the University.

A cancer research fund designated to the research of leading cancer researcher Prof. Varda Shoshan-Barmatz, was established thanks to the estate of Sarita and Elmer Gross from Delaware, USA.

Beer-Sheva native Moshe Hogeg granted ten scholarships to the Dept. of Computer Science, designated for both BA and MSc students for the duration of their degrees, preferably for Beer-Sheva natives and distributed equally between men and women.

The Israel American Foundation facilitated the bequest of the estate of Helen Oken which provided a generous gift to the Center for Multidisciplinary Research in Aging.

Judge Leon Kaplan, an AABGU national board member from Los Angeles, CA, renewed his support of the Reflective Parenting Program initiated by Dr. Naama Atzaba-Poria of the Dept. of Psychology.

Alex and Ann Lauterbach of Encino, CA, provided a generous donation to support the laboratory of newly recruited researcher Dr. Benyamin Rosental at the Jacob Blaustein Institutes for Desert Research.

The BGU Racecar Development Laboratory will be named in memory of Mauricio (Gabriel) Levi, thanks to support from the Lia and Ennio Levi estate of Israel.

The generous bequest of Ethel Lena Levy will name the Ethel Lena Levy Laboratory for Agriculture Research at the Jacob Blaustein Institutes for Desert Research.

A generous gift from Nat Levy of Bellaire, TX will name a lobby, in memory of Jill Levy, of a student housing building in the Undergraduate Student Village on the North Campus.
Richard Menschel of New York, NY, provided a generous grant from the Charina Endowment Fund for the Zuckerberg Institute for Water Research at the BIDR.

Joseph Ronell of Oceanside, CA, left a generous unrestricted bequest to the University.

Carol D. and Harry Saal of Palo Alto, CA, made a significant donation to cyber security research. Carol is a member of the AABGU national board and a vice-chair of the BGU Board of Governors. Harry serves on the BGU Board of Governors.

The Rivka Carmi Graduate Student Housing Complex Courtyard, generously donated by the Schulich Foundation of Canada, will pay tribute to President Emerita Prof. Carmi’s major contribution to the development of BGU.

Holly and Jeffrey Ullman of Stanford, CA established the Scharf-Ullman Chair in Computer Science.

The Alice and Rolf Wiklund-Schneider estate in Switzerland left a generous bequest to expand their Master’s Fellowship endowment fund, originally established in 2003. In addition, an auditorium was named for them at the Ilse Katz Institute for Nanoscale Science and Technology.

Robert and Edith Zinn of Houston, TX, have named two student housing units in the Undergraduate Student Village on the North Campus in memory of Natalie Zinn Haar.
NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

The number of BGU students studying abroad as part of their degree more than tripled in the past year.

BGU International won the only Israeli coordinated project in the EU call for capacity building projects 2018.

The WILLIAM project aims to (1) create an international campus with a supportive and welcoming environment for international students studying abroad in Israel (2) foster an international climate for local Israeli students.

Internationalization

Last semester, PhD student and "internationalization ambassador" Haneen Shibli shared her apartment at the Eric F. and Lore Ross Student Village with three young American women spending a semester at BGU’s Dept. of Politics and Government. Haneen, a Bedouin from the northern village of Shibli on the slopes of Mt. Tabor, is researching the accessibility of health services among Bedouins in the Negev at the School of Public Health.

A newcomer to Beer-Sheva herself, she found the experience empowering. She forged a special bond with Maya James from Georgetown University: “I never thought we would have so much in common,” she said. “We look so different but our experiences are so similar: as members of minority groups striving to be part of society; as women making our own way in the world.”

Maya was curious to learn more about all aspects of Israeli society, so Haneen invited her home to spend a weekend with her family. Maya was overwhelmed by the generous welcome she received in Shibli, and later wrote, “All my host families insisted they were doing the bare minimum, but did not realize this meant everything to me during my toughest moments in Israel.”

BGU’s five-year strategic plan for internationalization was approved by the CHE and implementation has begun.
FACTS AND FIGURES

- **20,345** students
- **2,752** faculty and staff positions
- **5** campuses
- **70** interdisciplinary research centers
- **51** academic departments and units

**ONE INSPIRING UNIVERSITY**
## FACTS AND FIGURES

### DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS BY FACULTY AND DEGREES 2017–2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty and Degree</th>
<th>2018-19</th>
<th>2017-18</th>
<th>2018-19 Total</th>
<th>2017-18 Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humanities and Social Sciences</td>
<td>3472</td>
<td>3,639</td>
<td>5,434</td>
<td>5,703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td>2186</td>
<td>2,211</td>
<td>2,875</td>
<td>2,929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Sciences</td>
<td>4761</td>
<td>4,646</td>
<td>6,136</td>
<td>6,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>2223</td>
<td>2,103</td>
<td>3,023</td>
<td>2,904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business and Management</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>1,021</td>
<td>2,375</td>
<td>2,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desert Studies</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreitman Graduate School</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben-Gurion Institute</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain Sciences School**</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Certificate</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>ACTUAL TOTAL* 20,388</td>
<td>ACTUAL TOTAL* 20,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Degree</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Doc</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>2875</td>
<td>2,929</td>
<td>6,136</td>
<td>6,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>4,646</td>
<td>5,073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5434</td>
<td>5,703</td>
<td>20,388</td>
<td>20,363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note: The student numbers include all students studying at BGU in Beer-Sheva, Sede Boqer, and Eilat, in both degree and non-degree programs. They do not include international students, students in academic prep courses, the Air Force pilot program, and auditors. The above figures refer to first semester only.

* Actual number of students enrolled does not match total because there are students enrolled in multiple faculties or pursuing multiple degrees.

** Up until the 2017-18 academic year, students enrolled in the Inter-faculty Brain Sciences School were included in Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences numbers.
International students from over 50 countries

TOTAL INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH (USD M)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Competitive grants</th>
<th>Non-competitive grants and other sources</th>
<th>Other external sources</th>
<th>BGU research funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015/16</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016/17</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017/18</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ISF BIKURA PROGRAM GRANTS (to promote innovative research)

3 out of 7 national grants awarded to BGU researchers

ALON FELLOWSHIPS IN SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING (CHE award for young faculty)

4 out of 11 national fellowships awarded to BGU researchers

7% growth in research funding in one year

33% of students volunteer in various outreach programs

45% increase in undergraduate applications to study at BGU’s Eilat campus

20% increase in the number of new graduate students
# FACTS AND FIGURES

## 2018/19 Overall University Budget (NIS/USD Thousands in Current Prices)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Operating Budget</th>
<th>Research Budget</th>
<th>Development Budget</th>
<th>Special Programs</th>
<th>Total Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NIS USD</td>
<td>NIS USD</td>
<td>NIS USD</td>
<td>NIS USD</td>
<td>NIS USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXPENDITURES</strong></td>
<td>1,312,000 354,595</td>
<td>300,000 81,081</td>
<td>78,563 21,233</td>
<td>131,412 35,517</td>
<td>1,821,975 492,426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INCOME</strong></td>
<td>1,312,000 354,595</td>
<td>300,000 81,081</td>
<td>78,563 21,233</td>
<td>131,412 35,517</td>
<td>1,821,975 492,426</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## University Operating Budget

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2017/2018</th>
<th>2018/2019</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>% change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>INCOME</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning &amp; Budgeting Committee</td>
<td>940.6</td>
<td>969.1</td>
<td>73.6%</td>
<td>73.9%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition and Dorms</td>
<td>200.7</td>
<td>206.1</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Funds</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Income</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer from Funds</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>-12.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>1,278.1</td>
<td>1,312.0</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **EXPENDITURE**                |           |           |       |       |          |
| Salaries                       | 932.1     | 950.6     | 72.9% | 72.5% | 2.0%     |
| Fellowships & Student Assistance| 79.6     | 82.0      | 6.2%  | 6.2%  | 2.9%     |
| Teaching & Research Expenses   | 52.8      | 56.7      | 4.1%  | 4.3%  | 7.4%     |
| Institutes & Research Centers  | 37.5      | 42.4      | 2.9%  | 3.2%  | 13.1%    |
| Computing Expenses             | 15.3      | 17.1      | 1.2%  | 1.3%  | 12.0%    |
| Library Expenses               | 28.5      | 29.6      | 2.2%  | 2.3%  | 4.1%     |
| Administration                 | 27.1      | 27.1      | 2.1%  | 2.1%  | 0.1%     |
| Maintenance                    | 98.0      | 99.5      | 7.7%  | 7.6%  | 1.5%     |
| Financing                      | 7.2       | 7.0       | 0.6%  | 0.5%  | -3.2%    |
| **TOTAL**                      | 1,278.1   | 1,312.0   | 100.0%| 100.0%| 2.7%     |

NIS/USD exchange rate: 3.70 3.70 0.0%

Higher Education Budgeting Index 126.5 132.41
Our Worldwide Family of Associates at Work 2017/18 Year-End Figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contributions Received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Income from Endowments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment Fund Balance (as of 30/9/18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Contribution figures are gross and do not reflect local fundraising charges. Contribution figures include $274.4 million received from the Marcus Estate. All figures are approximate due to fluctuating exchange and interest rates. Endowment balance includes $451.72 million in the Marcus Fund and approximately $50.92 million in endowment funds held in the US by and on behalf of AABGU. (The figure does not include approximately $23.97 million in trust funds held by and on behalf of AABGU.) 2017/18 interest income figure above represents the income distributed on endowments held in Israel (3.5%); $22.04 million income released from the Marcus Fund; and $1,144,379 (4%) income released on endowment funds held in the U.S. by and on behalf of AABGU.

Designation of Donations

*Various: Leadership training; community involvement; support for certain centers/ institutes; fellowships and scholarships outside the operating budget; faculty development; special projects; pending designation.
CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION

Completed this Year
• Renovation of two buildings at the Zlotowski Dormitory Complex
• Renovations of the Brain and Cognitive Sciences Building (Marcus Family Campus)

Under Construction
• Lorry I. Lokey Chemistry Building (Marcus Family Campus)
• Graduate Student Dormitories (Beer-Sheva)
• Undergraduate Student Village (North Campus)
• Renovation of two buildings of the Zlotowski Dormitory Complex
• Medical simulation and classroom building for the Field Family Foundation Simulation Center (Marcus Family Campus)
• North Campus development, utilities tunnels and underground infrastructure

Work to Begin Soon
• Sports and Recreation Center expansion
• North Campus Energy Center
• The Cyndi and Max Mintzberg Research Institute for the Study of Israel and Zionism Building and the Cyndi and Max Mintzberg Ben-Gurion Archives Building

Our highest priority continues to be the development of the North Campus. Construction of the first buildings, for the Undergraduate Village, has begun.
**The University Footprint (in square meters)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campus</th>
<th>Area (sq. m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marcus Family Campus **</td>
<td>264,714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Campus</td>
<td>191,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer-Sheva Dormitories</td>
<td>59,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergmann Campus</td>
<td>48,671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Tuviyahu Campus</td>
<td>14,681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sede Boquer Campus</td>
<td>313,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eilat Campus</td>
<td>56,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Center</td>
<td>49,959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>13,211</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The area specified is based on valid lease agreements with the Israel Land Authority and the landowners. ** Including the Faculty of Health Sciences (FOHS/Soroka hospital campus).

**Under Design**
- BGU-Soroka Joint Research Building supported by the Adelis Foundation (FOHS/Soroka campus)
- Homeland Security building (North Campus)
- Innovation and entrepreneurship classroom building (North Campus)
- Computer Science building (North Campus)

**Future Projects**
- Plaza between the Lorry I. Lokey Chemistry Building and the Guzik Family Building for Biotechnology Engineering (Marcus Family Campus)
- Structural Engineering building (North Campus)
- University Art Gallery (Marcus Family Campus)
- Library for Engineering and Natural Sciences (Marcus Family Campus)
- Health Sciences research laboratories building (FOHS/Soroka campus)
- International Conference Center (North Campus)
- Gate of Innovation (North Campus)
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Ben-Gurion University of the Negev recognizes its friends and supporters

YOUR SUPPORT ENABLES BGU TO FULFILL ITS PROMISE AND TO CONTINUE STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE

THANK YOU.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the information included here is accurate and reflects the wishes of individual donors.
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https://in.bgu.ac.il/en/associates/Pages/Pillars.aspx

Fondation Adelis, Israel
Joan W. and Robert H. Arnow, United States
Milada Ayrton, Switzerland
Arnold M. Bengis, United States and United Kingdom
Yoda Léon and Luna Benoziyo
Dr. Aron Bernstein, Poland and United States
Jacob and Hilda Blaustein Foundation, United States
Norbert and Hannah Blechner, United States
The Crown and Goodman Families, United States
Dr. and Mrs. Heinz-Horst Deichmann, Germany
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Dr. David Cos Eisenstein, United States
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Ruth Flinkman-Marandy and Behrouz Marandy, United States
Guilford and Diane Glazer, United States
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Lillian and Larry Goodman Foundations, United States
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Harold Irving Korn, M.D. and May Elting Korn, United States
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Anita and Henry Weiss, United States
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Roy J. Zuckerberg Family Foundation
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Dr. and Mrs. Heinz-Horst Deichmann
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Helen Diller Family, California
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Harry T. and Shirley W. Dozor, Philadelphia, PA
Tamara and Ariel Elia
M. Ernst, Paris
Maks and Rochelle Etingin, New York, NY
Evens Family (Oliwenstein, Olivennes), Worldwide
George Evens Family, Antwerpen
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Feher, Paris, France
Gertrude and Louis Feil Family
Amy and Marc Feldstein, Washington, DC
Eris & Lawrence Field Family Foundation, Beverly Hills, CA
Fondation Flamme, Genève, Suisse
Ruth Elaine and Stan Flinkman, Santa Monica, CA
Albert and Patricia Frank, Chicago, IL
Estelle S. Frankfurter, New York, NY
Edy and Sol Freedman and Family, New York
Rachel "Peggy" Freeman, Brooklyn, NY
Lis Gaines, New York, NY
Nathan Galston, Los Angeles, California
Dr. Carl Gans, Austin, Texas
Stan and Arlene Ginsburg, Philadelphia, PA
Max and Elisabeth Gitter, New York, NY
Diane and Guilford Glazer, Beverly Hills, CA
The Irving Goldman Foundation Inc., USA
Richard and Rhoda Goldman, San Francisco, CA
The Goldstein-Goren Family
Stella and A. Goldstein-Goren
Leslie and Susan Gonda (Goldschmied) Fdn., CA
Ellis Goodman Family Foundation, Chicago, IL
Lawrence and Lillian Goodman, Chicago, IL
Ned and Anita Goodman, Toronto, Canada
Allen Greenberger, Chicago, IL
The Fraida Greenhill Fdn., United States
Ruth and Maurice Grosman
The Marion and Aaron Gural Foundation, New York
Monroe Guttmann Charitable Foundations, Pittsburgh, PA
Bella and Yosef Guzik Dresner, Beer-Sheva
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Ivan and Vilma Halaj, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
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Helmsley Charitable Trust
Rosalind Henwood, Boca Raton, FL
Frances Herbolsheimer, LaSalle, IL
In Memory of Benzion Sundel Hersch, Anne & Harry Zfira and Efraim Iljin, Israel
Eileen and Ira Ingerman Family Foundation, Penna
Intel Israel
ISEF - International Sephardic Education Fdn.
Rachel and Max Javit, Boca Raton, FL
The Kahanoff Foundation, Calgary/Tel Aviv
Kahn Family Fund for Humanitarian Support
Richard and Eddythe Kane, Sarasota, FL
Ilse Katz Liebholz, Geneva
Keren Moshe, Geneva, Switzerland
Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Germany
Koret Foundation, San Francisco, CA
Harold Irving Korn, M.D. and May Elting Korn, NY
Prof. Daniel E. Koshland, Jr., UC Berkeley, CA
Irene and Hyman Kreitman, Great Britain
Douglas and Judith Krupp, United States
George and Lizbeth Krupp, United States
Philip and Bernice Krupp, United States
Bernice and Morton Lerner, Salisbury, NC
Marjorie and Gustave Levey, Houston, TX, USA
Velva G. and H. Fred Levine, Houston, TX
Sophie and Stephen Lewar, Toronto, Canada
Eng. Max and Dr. Gabriele Lichtenberg, Israel/FL
Regina and Simon Liebermann, New York, NY
Leonard Litwin, Great Neck, NY
Lorry I. Lokey, Atherton, CA
Bertie and Hilary Lubner and Family, South Africa
Jill and Peter Luck-Hille, London
In memory of Samuel, Bertha, Louis and Henry Malakoff
Barbara and Morton Mandel, Cleveland, Ohio
Mayer Mani and Family, France
Dr. Howard W. & Lottie R. Marcus, Rancho Bernardo, CA
Elias and Frances Margolin, San Diego, CA
Ralph S. Martin, Doris Springer Martin and Allen B. Rabin
The Mauerberger Foundation Fund, Solm Yach, z”l
Evelyn Metz Estate, New York, NY
Joseph and Rebecca Meyerhoff, Baltimore, MD
Famille Minkoff, Geneva
Louise and Marco Mitrani/Mitrani Fdn., USA
The Moriah Fund
Alberto Nissim Moscona, Mexico
Moshal Scholarship Program
Dr. Morton and Toby Mower and children Robin and Mark
David and Inez Myers Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio
Michel et Balbina Naftali
Belle and Murray Nathan, New York, NY
Dr. Philip and Sima Needleman, St. Louis, Missouri
Negev Foundation
Helen Nichunsky, Los Angeles, CA
State of North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Oelbaum, Toronto, Canada
Abraham Ben David Ohayon, Geneva, Switzerland
Helga and Walter Oppenheimer, Los Angeles, CA
Bernard Osher Jewish Philanthropies, San Francisco, CA
Harold and Claire Oshry, United States
Markus and Sara Pajewski and Joseph Parker, USA
Nahid and Mansour Parsi, Los Angeles, CA
Mary and Marvin Paul, Toronto, Canada
Jack Pearlstone Charitable Trust, Baltimore, MD
Edgar D. de Picciotto, Geneva
Ferdinand and Ursula Piëch
Richard and Jeanne Pratt, Melbourne, Australia
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In memory of Howard Rauberger, New York
Raphael Recanati Family Foundation, New York/Israel
Herbert Rosen, New York, NY
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Claire and Emanuel G. Rosenblatt, Palm Beach, FL
Dora & Leonard Rosenzweig, Rosenzweig-Coopersmith Fdn
Eric F. and Lore Ross, Palm Beach, FL
Betty and Arthur Roswell, Bridgewater, NJ
The Caesarea Edmond Benjamin de Rothschild Foundation
Eric de Rothschild, in memory of Dr. Tamar Golan
Raphael and Shelley Rothstein, Palm Beach, FL
Lisa and Michael Rubenstein, San Francisco, CA
In memory of Irma and William Rulf, London, UK
Harry and Carol Saal Family Foundation, Palo Alto, CA
Edmond and Lily Safra
Rubin Salant, Renee, Camille, Robin, and Grandchildren
Milton E. and Frieda Salen, Brooklyn, NY
Eric and Sheila Samson

Ryoichi Sasakawa, Sasakawa Foundation, Japan
Brian and Avrona Schachter, Toronto, Canada
Roberta and Ernest Scheller, Jr., Villanova, PA
Alvin and Leanor Segal, Montreal, Canada
David and Fela Shapell Family, Beverly Hills, Calif.
The Harry and Abe Sherman Foundation, London
Jacob Shochat, Mahwah, NJ
George Shrut, Lausanne/Boston
Judith and Murray H. Shusterman, Abington, PA
Caroline and Arnold Simon, Omer, Israel
Skirball Foundation
Elaine, Irving and Sarah Sklar, New York
Frances Fohs Sohn and Fred Sohn
Eta and Sass Somekh, Los Altos Hills, CA
Rudolf and Inger-Ma Sonneborn
Katja B. Goldman & Michael Sonnenfeldt, USA
Samuel and Helene Soref
Soref-Breslauer Texas Foundation
Jack J. and Charlotte Spitzer, United States
Ruth and Robert St. John, Washington, D.C.
Harry Stern Family Foundation, Philadelphia
Natan Adler Stier, I/M/O his mother Sara Moses
George Swift, San Francisco, CA
Dr. Anne Tanenbaum, Toronto, Canada
Joey and Toby Tanenbaum, Toronto, Canada
Laszlo N. Tauber Family Foundation
Herbert A. and Vivian B. Thaler, Baltimore, MD
Zoltan and Maria Toman
Kenneth and Marsha Tucker, IL
Gerda Knopf Tworoger and John Tworoger, NY, USA
Flory and Felix Van Beek, Newport Beach, CA
Ed and Miriam Vickar, Winnipeg, Canada
Bernat and Ilona Wachs, Singapore
Stanley D. and Nikki Waxberg, New York
The Weiler Family, New York, USA
Elsa Weinberg, Gaby Avron and Hillel Cherni, Israel
Carole and Marcus Weinstein, Richmond, VA
Henry and Anita Weiss and Family, Los Angeles, CA
Richard Weiss, Daytona Beach, FL
Aileen Epstein Whitman, Chester County, PA, USA
Hermine Drezner & Jan Winkler, Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Charles Wolfson Charitable Trust, London
The Wolfson Family Charitable Trust
Martin and Els Wyler, Clarens, Switzerland
Yad Hanadiv, Jerusalem
Solly Yellin and Family, South Africa and Israel
Toni Young and Family, New York, NY
Ruta and Dr. Felix Zandman, Phila. and Tel Aviv
Adelene Zlotowski, London
Suzanne M. Zlotowski, Geneva
Roy and Barbara Zuckerberg
NEGEV SOCIETY
For the full list of Negev Society members
https://in.bgu.ac.il/en/associates/Pages/NSociety.aspx

TAMAR NEW MEMBERS 2019
The Alvin Blum Family, Baltimore, MD
Sylvia A. Brodsky, Blue Bell, PA
Paul E. Grayson and Family, Silver Spring, MD
Natalie Zinn Haar
Sonya and Stephen Hurst, Foster City, CA
Ann and Alex Lauterbach, Los Angeles, CA
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Pick, Chicago, IL
Miriam Aaron Roland, Montreal, Canada
Grace & Martin Rosman, Annapolis, MD & Sarasota, FL
Sharon and David Shine, Boca Raton, FL
Suse Seegall Smetana, San Francisco, CA

ARAVA NEW MEMBERS 2019
ADAMA Agricultural Solutions Ltd.
Ethel Lena Levy, Reseda, CA
Jill and Nat Levy
Isidore C. & Penny W. Myers Foundation
Arthur Rath, Queens, NY
Joseph Ronell, Oceanside, CA
Ruth E. and Dr. Wm. Hy Ross Fndtn.
Vancouver, Canada
Sidney and Howard Schulman, California

ESHKOL NEW MEMBERS 2019
Bezek, Israel
Cecile Bittkower, New York, NY
Sam & Beatrice Epstein Foundation, Boynton Beach, FL
Julia Fischer, Los Angeles, CA
Esther Safran Foer & Albert A. Foer, Washington, DC
Sandra and James Freedman, Plymouth, MA
In Memory of Leena & Erwin Groner’s Parents
Sarita and Elmer Gross, Israel
Elizabeth & David Grzebinski, Houston, Texas
Sophie Halpérin, Paris, France
Michael Karton and Barbara Heller, Vancouver, BC
Irish American Jewish Federation of New York
The Israel Institute, Washington, DC
Lia and Ennio Levi, Israel
Michele S. and Robert C. Levin, Bala Cynwyd, PA
Joanne Moore, Tel Aviv, Israel
Moscona Family
Madeline and Eugene Pargh, Boca Raton, FL
Roche Pharmaceuticals (Israel) Ltd
Sandra L. Rohde, Chicago, Illinois
Samowitz Foundation Trust, Longboat Key, FL

FOUNDERS
https://in.bgu.ac.il/en/associates/Pages/Founders.aspx

NEW FOUNDERS 2019
Fonds de dotation AFER
The Bendit Family, Baltimore, Maryland
Drs. Gail & Lawrence Berkove and Family, Michigan
Cecile Bittkower, New York, NY
The Broad Family, Port Washington, NY
Estate of Bill Danczinger, Toronto, Canada
Arlene and Robert Davis, Delaware
Electa Bnia, Israel
Robert Elman, Montreal, Canada
Max Foigel, Highland Park, NJ
Hedda A. and Stanley N. Gold, Petaluma, CA
Morris & Rosalind Goodman, Montreal, Canada
Paul E. Grayson and Family, Silver Spring, MD
Sarita and Elmer Gross, Israel
Zahava Haenosh, Houston, Texas
Ina and Lewis Heafitz, Boston, MA
Maria Herskovic, Los Angeles, CA
Moshe and Inbal Hoge, Israel
Lia and Ennio Levi, Israel
Dotan Malkiely, Lehavim, Israel
Edna and Mark Mendelson and Family, Montreal, Canada
Moscona Family
Sallie and Stanley Needles, Elkins Park, PA
Arthur Rath, Queens, NY
Joseph Ronell, Oceanside, CA
Samowitz Foundation Trust, Longboat Key, FL
Ida Sands, Sherman Oaks, CA
Dr. Saul Unter, New York, NY
Abie Werth, Shreveport, LA
Morris Berger Ed. Trust, Milt Zegerman Trustee, NY

LIVING LEGACY SOCIETY
For the full list of Living Legacy Society members
https://in.bgu.ac.il/en/associates/Pages/Legacy.aspx

NEW MEMBERS 2019
Judith Bartnoff & Eugene Sofer, Washington, DC
Deborah Blank, Albany, CA
Karla J. Baer Cohen, Glendale, CA
William Fidelholtz, Fremont, CA
Hedda A. and Stanley N. Gold, Petaluma, CA
Philip Goldstein and Cathy Dobbs Goldstein, San Rafael, CA
Max A. Kelley, Sun City, Arizona
Dr. Mike Michaels, Pennsylvania
Rabbi Shimon Paskow, Thousand Oaks, CA
Norman J. & Sarah Zacher Rosenberg, Campbell, CA
Jessica and Jeffrey Rum, Potomac, MD

CHAIRS

https://in.bgu.ac.il/en/associates/Pages/Academic-Chairs.aspx

PROFESSORIAL CHAIRS
Chinita and Conrad Abrahams-Curiel Chair in Applied Signal Processing – Prof. Stanley R. Rotman
S.Y. Agnon Chair in Contemporary Hebrew Literature Established by the German Associates – Pending incumbent
Rita Altura Trust Chair in Computer Sciences – Prof. Shlomi Dolev
Joan and Robert Arnow Chair in Astrophysics – Prof. David Eichler
Yaakov and Poriah Avnon Chair in Holocaust Studies – Prof. Renée Poznanski
Milada Ayrton Chair in Pediatrics – Prof. Eli Hershkovitz
Samuel Ayrton Chair in Metallurgy – Prof. Yaniv Gelbstein
Sir Leon Bagrit Chair in Computer-Based Global Industry and Scientific Development – Prof. Michael Mond
Graham Beck Chair in Quantum Science and Technology – Prof. Yigal Meir
David Berg and Family Chair in European History – Prof. Chaim (Harvey) Hames
Stephen and Edith Berger Chair in Physical Metallurgy – Prof. Eli Aghion
Aron Bernstein Chair in Jewish History – Pending incumbent
Martin and Rena Blackman Chair in Brain Research – Prof. Michal Hershfinkel
Bleichner Chair in Jewish Tradition and Values – Prof. Uri Ehrlich
Boyko Chair in Saline Water Irrigation – Pending incumbent
Miles and Lillian Cahn Chair in Food Security and Plant Science – Prof. Daniel Chamovitz
Canada Chair in Near-Eastern Archeology – Prof. Steven A. Rosen
Isaac and Elizabeth Carlin Chair in Public Health and Epidemiology – Prof. Michael Friger
Rivka Carmi Chair for Advancement of Women’s Leadership in Academia in the Field of Neuropsychology – Prof. Galia Avidan
Chilewich Family Chair in Studies in Social Integration  
(in memory of Yonatan Netanyahu - Entebbe) – 
  Prof. Julie M. Cwikel
Dr. Lillian Chutick and Dr. Rebecca Chutick Chair in Pediatric Medicine – 
  Prof. David Greenberg
Israel Cohen Chair in Mechanical Engineering – 
  Prof. Gal De Botton
Lady Cohen Chair in Chemical Engineering Processes – 
  Prof. Oren Regev
Sir John and Lady Cohen Chair in Business and Industrial Management – 
  Prof. Dvir Shabtay
Abraham Cutler Chair in Education – 
  Prof. Ismael Abu-Saad
Lady Davis Chair in Mechanical Engineering – 
  Prof. Avi Levy
Deichmann-Lerner Chair in Gynecology – 
  Prof. Eyal Sheiner
Dr. Heinz-Horst Deichmann Chair for Distinguished Visiting Professors in Business Ethics

Dr. Heinz-Horst Deichmann and Ruth Deichmann Chair in Surgery – 
  Prof. Gideon Sahar
Dr. James and Ahuva Desnick Chair in Ophthalmology – 
  Prof. Tova Lifshitz
Helen and Sanford Diller Family Chair in Chemical Physics – 
  Prof. Ehud Pines
Jack Dreyfus Chair in Psychiatry (Unit for Phenytoin Research) – 
  Prof. Hagit Cohen
Albert Einstein Chair in Theoretical Physics – 
  Prof. Ram Brustein
Yosef Erteschik Chair in Information Systems Engineering – 
  Prof. Yuval Shahar
Maks and Rochelle Etingin Chair in Desert Research – Pending incumbent
Irene Evens Chair in Inorganic Chemistry – 
  Prof. Ira A. Weinstock
Andre Feher Chair for the Prevention of Cardiovascular Diseases – Prof. Yaakov Henkin
Reuben and Frances Feinberg Chair in Electro-Optics – Prof. Dan Sadot
Lawrence W. and Marie Feldman Chair in Physiology – Prof. Amos Katz
Aaron Fish Chair in Mechanical Engineering – Fracture Mechanics – Prof. Haim Kalman
Ruth Flinkman-Marandy and Ben Marandy Chair in Quantum Physics and Nanotechnology – Prof. Ron Folman
Fraida Foundation Chair in Diabetes Research – Prof. Assaf Rudich
Frankel Family Chair in Energy and Chemical Engineering – Prof. Yoav Tsori
Estelle S. Frankfurter Chair in Sephardic Studies – Prof. Haviva Pedaya
Gerda Frieberg Chair in Agricultural Water Management – Prof. Moshe Sagi
Melvin Fusfeld Chair in Pathology – Pending incumbent
Dr. Morrie M. Gelfand Chair in Obstetrics and Gynecology – Prof. Eitan Lunenfeld
Hy Greenhill Chair in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics – Prof. Reuven Segev
Werner J. and Charlotte A. Gunzburger Chair for the Study of Infectious Diseases – Prof. Ron Dagan
Michel Halpérin Chair in Global Law and Policy – Prof. Dani Filc
Samuel and Miriam L. Hamburger Chair in the Integration of Immigrant Communities – Prof. Julia Mirsky
Jules Harris Chair in Oncology – Prof. Samuel Ariad
Eugene Hecht Chair in Clinical Pharmacology – Prof. Sofia Schreiber-Avissar
Sidonie Hecht Chair in Geriatrics – Pending incumbent
Benzion Sundel Hersch Chair in Community Health and Primary Care – Prof. Aya Biderman
Hoffer/Vickar Chair in Psychiatry – Pending incumbent
Nat Holman Chair in Sport Research – Prof. Michael Bar-Eli
Miriam Martha Hubert Chair in Jewish Thought – Prof. Haim (Howard) Kreisel
Lynn and Lloyd Hurst Family Chair in Urban Studies – Prof. Oren Yiftachel
Dr. Lyonel Israels Chair in Haematology – Prof. Josef Kapelushnik
Paul Ivanier Chair in Management Economics – Prof. Aner Sela
Albert Katz Chair in Cell-Differentiation and Malignant Diseases – Prof. Angel Porgador
Earl Katz Family Chair in Algebraic Systems Theory – Pending incumbent
Carole and Barry Kaye Chair in Applied Science – Prof. Raz Jelinek
Dr. Herman Kessel Chair in Epidemiology – Prof. Iris Shai
Phyllis and Kurt Kilstock Chair in Environmental Physics of Arid Zones – Prof. Ehud Meron
Dr. Harold Korn Chair for Internal Medicine – Prof. Dan Buskila
Kreitman Foundation Chair in Pediatric Genetics – Prof. Ohad Birk
Hyman Kreitman Chair in Bio-Energetics – Prof. Varda Shoshan-Barmatz
Solomon and Abraham Krok Chair in Entrepreneurial Management – Prof. Gad Rabinowitz
Gussie Krupp Chair in Internal Medicine – Prof. Victor Novack
Joseph H. Krupp Chair in Cancer Immunobiology – Pending incumbent
Kunin-Lunenfeld Chair in Medical Sciences – Prof. Doron Zahger
Dr. Sam and Edna Lemkin Chair in Rock Mechanics – Prof. Yossef Hodara Hatzor
Harry Levy Chair in Geography – Prof. Tal Svoray
Sidney Liswood Chair in Health Management – Prof. Avishai Goldberg
David Lopatie Chair in Psychology – Prof. Nachshon Meiran
Anna and Sam Lopin Chair in History – Pending incumbent
Lubner Family Chair in Child Health and Development – Pending incumbent
Luck-Hille Chair in Electrical Engineering – Prof. Haim Permuter
Mayman Chair in Family Medicine – Prof. Pesach Shvartzman
Milken Family Foundation Chair in Mathematics – Prof. Daniel Berend
Philip S. Morse Family Chair in Clinical Studies in Rheumatology in memory of the Mushacki and Nochimowski Families – Prof. Mahmoud Abu-Shakra
Dr. Morton and Toby Mower Chair in Shock-Wave Studies – Prof. Oren Sadot
Israel and Bernard Nichunsky Chair in Desert Agriculture – Prof. Dudy Bar-Zvi
Lily and Sidney Oelbaum Chair in Applied Biochemistry – Prof. Amir Sagi
Claire and Harold Oshry Chair in Biotechnology – Prof. Smadar Cohen
Rabbi W. Gunther Plaut Chair in Manufacturing Engineering – Prof. Yael Edan
Alain Poher Chair in Hydrogeology and Arid Zones – Pending incumbent
Dr. Helena Rachmanska-Putzman (née Rancman) Chair in Neurology – Prof. Alon Friedman
Edward and Bertha Rose Chair in Desert Meteorology – Prof. Yosef Ashkenazy
Davide and Irene Sala Chair in Homeland Security Research – Prof. Yuval Elovici
Eric Samson Chair in Advanced Materials and Processing – Prof. Yuval Golan
Scharf-Ullman Chair in Computer Science – Pending Incumbent
Ernest Scheller, Jr. Chair in Innovative Management – Prof. Oded Lowengart
Benjamin Schwartz Chair in Agricultural Biology – Prof. Gideon Grafi
David and Dorothy Schwartzman Chair in Community Development – Prof. Vered Slonim-Nevo
Samuel Sebba Chair in Geological Sciences – Prof. Jiwchar Ganor
Shane Family Chair in Education – Prof. Avi Assor
George Shrut Chair in Human Performance Management – Prof. Tal Oron-Gilad
Anna and Harry Singer Chair in Yiddish Studies – Prof. Jonatan Meir
Irving Isaac Sklar Chair in Endocrinology and Cancer – Pending incumbent

Bennie Slome Chair for Wildlife Management and Conservation – Prof. Boris Krasnov
Milton (Mickey) and Frimette Snow Chair in Nanotechnology – Prof. Amichai Vardi
Clara and Alejandro Stransky Chair in Nephrology – Prof. Yoram Yagil
Benjamin Swig Chair in Optoelectronics – Prof. Joseph Rosen
Anne Tanenbaum Chair in Engineering Thermodynamics – Prof. Eugene B. Zaretsky
Myles Thaler Chair in Plant Genetics – Prof. Michal Shapiro
Marsha and Kenneth Tucker Chair in Economic Development – Prof. David Wettstein
John A. Ungar Chair in Biotechnology – Prof. Ariel Kushmaro
RESEARCH CHAIRS
Norman Bank Research Chair in Desert Architecture – Pending incumbent
Evelyn Metz Memorial Research Chair in Art – Prof. Nirit Ben-Aryeh Debby

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CHAIRS
Joan Baker Career Development Chair in Basic Medical Research –
Dr. Neta Sal-Man
Norbert Blechner and Friends Career Development Chair in East European Jewish Culture – Pending incumbent
Gerson Epstein Career Development Chair in Hospice and Palliative Care –
Dr. Yan Press
Michael Feige Career Development Chair in Israeli Society –
Dr. Ben Herzog
Ilse Katz Career Development Chair in Health Sciences Research –
Dr. Roi Gazit
D.E. Koshland Jr. Family Career Development Chair in Advanced Technologies in Electrical & Computer Engineering –
Dr. Yaniv Brick
D.E. Koshland Jr. Family Career Development Chair in Desert Studies –
Dr. Michal Segoli
Lapin-Garner Career Development Chair in Clinical Surgery –
Dr. Yael Refaely
Dr. Sam and Edna Lemkin Career Development Chair in Middle East Studies –
Dr. Orit Ouaknine-Yekutieli
Dr. Gabi and Eng. Max Lichtenberg Career Development Chair in Surgery –
Dr. Zvi Perry
Elias and Frances Margolin Career Development Chair in Environmental Desert Studies and Research –
Dr. Nurit Agam
Franklin Nassery Career Development Chair in Cardiology – Pending incumbent
Belle and Murray Nathan Career Development Chair in Neurobiology – Pending incumbent
Dr. Raquel H. Newman Career Development Chair in Environmental Hydrology and Microbiology –
Dr. Anat Bernstein
Edgar de Picciotto Career Development Chair in Cancer Therapeutics and Imaging –
Dr. Niv Papo

Stanley D. and Nikki Waxberg Chair in Advanced Materials –
Prof. Rachel Yerushalmi-Rozen
Carole Weinstein Chair in Information Systems Engineering –
Prof. Bracha Shapira
Sumner T. White Chair in Finance – Pending incumbent
Solly Yellin Chair in Lithuanian and East European Jewry –
Prof. Edward Fram
Abraham and Bessie Zacks Chair in Biomedical Engineering –
Prof. Joseph Kost
Abraham and Bessie Zacks Chair in Neurobiology –
Prof. Fred Libersat
Zlotowski Chair in Cognitive Neuropsychology –
Prof. Golan Shahar
Zlotowski Chair for Algebra –
Prof. Yoav Segev
Edgar de Picciotto Career Development Chair in Systems Immunology – Dr. Tomer Hertz
Alice and Seymour Powers Career Development Chair in Basic and Clinical Oncology – Pending incumbent
Rosen Family Career Development Chair in Judaic Studies – Dr. Menashe Anzi
William and Jean S. Schwartz Career Development Chair in Community Health Professions – Dr. Ygal Plakht
Ralph Selig Career Development Chair in Information Theory – Dr. Natan Rubin
Murray and Judith Shusterman Career Development Chair in Microbiology – Dr. Shimon Bershtein
Herman Silver Career Development Chair in Neonatology – Dr. Eilon Shany
Sonenfeldt-Goldman Career Development Chair in Desert Research – Dr. Vered Tzin
Helen Ungar Career Development Chair in Desert Hydrogeology – Dr. Scott Hansen
Zehava and Chezy Vered Career Development Chair in Alzheimer’s and Neurodegenerative Diseases – Dr. Deborah Toiber
Harry Walsh, Q.C. Career Development Chair in Jewish Law and Morality – Pending incumbent
Mendel Wasserman Career Development Chair in Desert Studies – Dr. Oded Berger-Tal
Elaine S. and Alvin W. Wene Career Development Chair in Biotechnology Engineering – Dr. Miriam Amiram
Joseph and May Winston Career Development Chair in Chemical Engineering – Dr. Ronen Berkovich
Roy J. Zuckerberg Career Development Chair in Water Research – Dr. Edo Bar-Zeev

**PARTNERS IN DEVELOPMENT**

**NAMED PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT**

**Campuses**
- Marcus Family Campus
- David Bergmann Campus
- David Tuviyahu Campus

**Dormitory complexes**
- American Associates Village at Sede Boqer
- Eric F. and Lore Ross Student Village
- Zlotowski Dormitory Complex

**Buildings**
- Alon Building for Hi-Tech
- Joan W. and Robert H. Arnow Building – AA Village
- Jacqueline Ann Ayrton Sports Hall
- Samuel and Milada Ayrton University Center
- Frances C. Herbolzheimer Building – AA Village
- Maks and Rochelle Etingin Building – AA Village
- Stephen and David Breslauer Archaeological Laboratory Building
- Boyko Research Building
- Caroline House – Health Sciences Student Center
- Gershon Cherni Classroom and Cultural Complex
- Sir John and Lady Cohen Building
- Cukier, Goldstein-Goren Building
- Deichmann Building for Community Action
- Deichmann Building for Mathematics
- Ruth and Heinz-Horst Deichmann Building for Health Professions
- Ruth and Heinz-Horst Deichmann Classroom and Computer Lab Building
- Ruth and Heinz-Horst Deichmann Sciences Building
- Helen Diller Family Center
- Pedro Dondisch Building for the Ben-Gurion Heritage Institute and Research Center
- Raquel Dondisch Education Building
- Edy's House – Ma'agan Beer-Sheva Community Center
- Cancer Care Project
- Ariel Elia Medical Building
- George Evens Family Auditorium
- Beit Fanny – WIZO Day Care Center BGU
- Bâtiment de Recherche Clinique, Fondation "Flamme"
- Ruth Flinkman-Marandy and Ben Marandy Multidisciplinary Research Laboratory Building
- Diane and Guilford Glazer Building
- David and Rosa Goldberger Building
Larry Goodman Family Administration Building for Engineering Sciences
Ida (Babe) Goodstein Building
Sam Gorovoy Building
Grosman Building for Geology
Pesla Toman Gutman Building
Guzik Family Auditorium Building
Guzik Family Building for Biotechnology Engineering
Nahum and Anna Guzik Building
Esther and Michel Halpérin Student Center at Sede Boqer
Henwood-Oshry Life Sciences Teaching Laboratories Building
Jusidman Science Center for Youth
Kreitman Building
Kreitman-Zlotowski Classroom Building
Philip and Bernice Krupp Building
Herbert H. Lehman Building
Marjorie and Gustave Levey Dormitory Building
Lorry I. Lokey Chemistry Building
Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Institute for Social Leadership Building
Foyer des Etudiants Fondation Simon et Jeanne (Hanna) Mani
Minkoff Family Senate Court
W.A. Minkoff Senate Hall
Cyndi and Max Mintzberg Ben-Gurion Archives Building

Cyndi and Max Mintzberg Ben-Gurion Research Institute for the Study of Israel & Zionism Building
Abraham Ben David Ohayon Behavioral Sciences Complex
Edgar de Picciotto Family National Institute for Biotechnology in the Negev (NIBN) Building
David Posnack Biology Building
Harold H. Poster Building
Sacta-Rashi Building for Physics
Spitzer-Salant Building for the Department of Social Work
Harry and Abe Sherman Building
George Shrut Dormitories
Forest Goldman-Sonnenfeldt Building for Solar Energy and Environmental Physics
Samuel Soref School of Mechanical Engineering Building
Soref-Breslauer Texas Foundation Building – AA Village
Toman Family Department of Life Sciences Building
Oscar and Ray Warschaw Building
Weller-Arnow Medical Education Building
Carole and Marcus Weinstein Software and Information Systems Engineering and Cyber Security Building
Henry and Anita Weiss Family Building for Advanced Research
Edith & Robert Zinn and Nan Zinn Haar Building – AA Village
Zlotowski Building
Zlotowski Classroom Complex
Zlotowski Student Administration Building
Zlotowski Student Center

Facilities
Stanley and Jeanne Abensur Molecular and Cell Biology Teaching Laboratory
Abrahams-Curiel Auditorium
Adelis Garden
Robert H. Arnow Student Center for Bedouin Women
Samuel Ayrton Sports Pavilion
Avraham Baron Art Gallery
Bona Terra Foundation Walkway
Benhamou Incubation Center
Benhamou Technology Hall
Berelson Field
Marcel Bleustein-Blanchet Lecture Halls Wing
Simon Bond Physiology Wing
Jim Breslauer Pavilion
Jim and Liz Breslauer Bridge
Frances Brody Laboratory
Niuxia and Aron Chilewich Square
Charlotte and Evelyn Cohen Floor
Jerry J. Cohen Radiobiology Laboratory
Sir John and Lady Cohen Swimming Pools

Yaacov Dorchin, Forum with Houses and Pathways, 2007, galvanized iron
Corob Center for Medical Sciences  
Maxwell and Queenie Cummings Plaza  
Deichmann Plaza  
Deutsche Telekom Laboratories at BGU  
Michael Diller Teaching Pool  
Raquel Dondisch Amphitheater for the Ben-Gurion Heritage Institute and Research Center  
Harry T. and Shirley Dozor Medical Research Pavilion  
Gerson Epstein Physiology Wing  
M. Ernst Wing  
Field Family Foundation Medical Simulation Center  
Regina and Charles Fisher Gallery  
Shirley and William R. Fleischer Foundation New Fruit Research Laboratory  
Stan Flinkman Foyer  
Stan and Ruth Elaine Flinkman Microscopy Wing  
French House Dormitories  
Nathan Galston Floor  
Dr. Carl Gans Herpetology Library  
Sidi and Peter Gluck Water Flow and Transport Laboratory  
Barbara Goldenberg Apartments – AA Village  
Fanny and Louis Goldman Dining Room  
Joyce Goldman Auditorium  
Melvin Goldstein Laboratory for Environmental Hydrology  
Leslie and Susan Gonda (Goldschmied) Wing for Diabetes Research and Education  
Greenpark International Greenhouse  
Guzik Family Antiquities Pathway  
Dr. Harold Hamer Multiple Myeloma Research Lab  
Helmsley Charitable Trust Robotics Room  
Sharon Houminer Garden  
Rachel and Max Javit Satellite Ground-Receiving Station  
Morris Kahn Laboratory of Human Genetics  
Carole and Barry Kaye Mall  
Israel Chatar and Lola Blum Kohen Dormitory Wing  
Prof. Daniel E. Kosshland Jr. Promenade  
Kreitman Fellows Common Room  
Kreitman Plaza  
Landau Family Microalgal Biotechnology Laboratory  
Racecar Development Laboratory in Memory of Mauricio (Gabriel) Levi  
Velva G. and H. Fred Levine Regenerative Medicine and Stem Cell Research Laboratory  
Robert A. & Shirley P. Levitt Field Laboratory for Solar Energy Storage  
Ethel Lena Levy Laboratory for Agriculture Research  
Lewar Cardiology Research Laboratory  
Dr. Gabriele and Eng. Max Lichtenberg Floor  
Regina and Simon Liebermann Dorm Entrance  
David Lopatie General Reference Section of the Central Library  
Mexico Bridge  
Meyerhoff Courtyards – AA Village  
Mitrani Residences for Scientists  
Michel and Balbina Naftali Research Laboratory Wing  
Belle and Murray Nathan Library Reading Room and Archeological Gallery  
Walter and Vera Obermeyer Apartments – AA Village  
Ronald and Annette Oelbaum Laboratory in Life Sciences  
Yosef Ben David Ohayon Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Auditorium  
Markus and Sara Pajewski Laboratory for Plant Tissue Culture  
Ferdinand Porjes Student Dormitory  
David Posnack Biology Wing
PARTNERS IN DEVELOPMENT

Ilan Ramon Youth Physics Center
Edith and Louis Reitman Sports Park
Claire and Emanuel G. Rosenblatt Dormitory Wing
Eric F. and Lore Ross Atrium for Community Action and Enrichment
Eric F. and Lore Ross Lecture Hall
Rothschild Cube
Vlasta Lampel Roubickova Visitors Lounge
Rubenstein Family Laboratory
Harry and Carol Saal Auditorium
Barnett N. and Augusta Salen Family Wing
Brian and Avrona Schachter Family Student Dormitory
Jane Schapiro Library
Roberta and Ernest Scheller, Jr. Family Foundation Entrance Plaza

Dorit Levinstein, The Dancers (after Matisse), 2018, painted cast aluminum (gift of Riki and Coby Dayan)

Roberta and Ernest Scheller, Jr. Family Surface Analysis Lab
Tonia and Alvin Schmerbach Dorm Entrance
Hirsch and Rosa Schneider Auditorium
Sidney and Howard Schulman Soil and Water Laboratory
David and Fela Shapell Family Desalination Research Laboratory
Harry and Abe Sherman Foundation Guest House
George Shrut Conference Room
Murray H. Shusterman Gate of Knowledge
Judith and Murray H. Shusterman Wing of the Medical Library
Herman Silver and Dr. Lee Winston Silver Laboratory
Francine and Abdallah Simon Foyer
Sklar Family Optics Complex
Elaine and Sarah Sklar Molecular and Cell Biology Teaching Laboratory
Sarah Sklar Molecular Opto-Electronics Laboratory
Joya Claire Sonnenfeldt Auditorium
Staschower Plaza
Harry Stern Family Psychobiology Clinical Research Pavilion
Ruth Sytner Auditorium
Sara Tadmor Auditorium
Thaler Undergraduate Laboratory in Life Sciences
Herbert and Vivian Thaler Laboratory for Stress Physiology of Plants
Hyman and Fanya Tower Dorm Entrance
Gerda and John Tworoger Auditorium
Gerda and John Tworoger Garden
Vickar Auditorium
Miriam and Ed Vickar Information Center
Weiss Family Laboratory for Nanoscale Systems
Henry and Anita Weiss Family Floor
Alice & Rolf Wiklund-Schneider Auditorium
Yaffa and Ezra Yerucham Cancer Research Laboratory
Zlotowski Neurosciences Wing
Zlotowski Student Activities Area

NAMED ACADEMIC UNITS/PROGRAMS

Faculties
Guilford Glazer Faculty of Business and Management
Pinchas Sapir Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences

Schools
Joyce and Irving Goldman Medical School
Albert Katz International School for Desert Studies
Kreitman School of Advanced Graduate Studies
Leon and Mathilde Recanati School for Community Health Professions
PARTNERS IN DEVELOPMENT

Institutes
Jacob Blaustein Institutes for Desert Research
Feher Institute for Public Policy and Management
French Associates Institute for Agriculture and Biotechnology of Drylands
Hubert H. Humphrey Institute for Social Ecology
Ilse Katz Institute for Nanoscale Science and Technology
Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Institute for Social Leadership
Dr. Louis Nathanson Radiological Institute
National Institute for Biotechnology in the Negev (NIBN)
Swiss Institute for Dryland Environmental and Energy Research
Zuckerberg Institute for Water Research

Departments
Conrad and Chinita Abrahams-Curiel Department of Foreign Literatures and Linguistics
Goldstein-Goren Department of Jewish Thought
Avram and Stella Goldstein-Goren Department of Biotechnology Engineering
Albert Katz Department of Dryland Biotechnologies
May Elting Korn Department of Health in the Community
Marco and Louise Mitrani Department for Desert Ecology
Harry and Abe Sherman Oncology Department
Charlotte B. and Jack J. Spitzer Department of Social Work
Wyler Department of Dryland Agriculture
Alexandre Yersin Department of Solar Energy and Environmental Physics

Centers
S. Daniel Abraham International Center for Health and Nutrition
Bengis Center for Desert Aquaculture
Bengis Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Doris and Bertie Black Center for Bioenergetics in Life Sciences
Jacob Blaustein Center for Scientific Cooperation
Blechner Center for Catalysis and Process Development
M.R. Bloch Center for Research in Coal Technology
Hubert Burda Center for Innovative Communications
Cashvan Equine Center
Corob Center for Medical Sciences
J.R. Elyachar Center for Studies in Sephardi Heritage
Lynne and William Frankel Center for Computer Sciences
Moshe David Gaon Research Center for Ladino Culture
Tamar Golan Africa Centre
Goldstein-Goren Center for Jewish Thought
Morris Goldstein – Benefactor of the Department of Economics
Benzion Sundel Hersh Center of Community Health and Primary Care
Chaim Herzog Center for Middle East Studies and Diplomacy
Hurst Family Center for Community Leadership Development
Isan Center for Comparative Medicine
Paul Ivanier Center for Research in Robotics and Production Management
Lord Jakobovits Center for Jewish Medical Ethics
Aaron Klug Integrated Centre for Biomolecular Structure
Jacques Loeb Centre for the History and Philosophy of the Life Sciences
Martin-Springer Center for Conflict Studies and Negotiation
Phillippe Monaster Center for Economic Research
Newman Desertification Communication Center
Pearlstone Center for Aeronautical Engineering Studies
Moshe Prywes Center for Medical Education
Sidney R. and Esther Rabb Center for Holocaust and Redemption Studies
Gershon Rivlin Computerized Information Center
Erna and Georg R. Rothstein Child Development Center
Edmond J. Safra Center for the Design and Engineering of Functional Biopolymers
Els Wyler Center for the Peaceful Utilization of Natural Resources
Zandman Center for Microelectronic Thick Film Technology
Zlotowski Center for Neuroscience

Programs
Sylvia A. Brodsky Psychological Walk-In Service
Ginsburg-Ingerman Overseas Student Program
Lillian and Larry Goodman Open Apartments Program
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